DRAGON TRAINING PARTY KIT

MENU
Green Dragon Pear:
Halve and core a pear. For the eyes, put chocolate chips onto squished marshmallow halves. Use raisin for the nostrils. For the horns, cut out small wedges and insert a cashew in each side.

Dragon Breath Punch:
Put a small bowl into the center of a larger bowl. Using tongs, place small chunks of dry ice in the larger bowl and fill with just enough water to cover the dry ice. It will begin to “steam.” Next mix cranberry juice and add club or lemon-lime soda for a fun sparkling taste.

Viking Ships:
Make ship sails with small squares of paper. Stick toothpicks through the papers and into a little finger sausage. Create a whole plate full for a fleet of ships!

Dragon Torches:
Insert candy pop sticks into marshmallows and dip them into melted chocolate. Next roll the tops of the marshmallows into crushed graham crackers. As an added touch—Roast the sides of the marshmallows to give them an extra burnt torch look.

GAMES
Dragon Training 101:
A dragon trainer needs to be fit and ready to ride! Practice skills by creating an obstacle course and timing each child for improvement.

Dragon Racing:
Create paper airplanes and have kids compete by who can fly the furthest or hit a target first.

ACTIVITIES
DIY Viking Gear:
Create a Viking hat, shield and sword for your dragon trainers.
Materials: Foam core, cardboard or a 14” cake circle (found at your local craft store), duct tape, and white cardstock. Stickers, glitter and markers optional.

Shield: Apply duct tape to the edges of the circle board by folding the tape over on both sides. For the handle, fold the sticky side of duct tape in half and attach the piece to the back of the shield with more duct tape! Glue the dragon emblem from the banner art to the front.

Viking Hat: Wrap both A & B pieces in duct tape. Tape the ends of A together to form a headband. Tape the ends of B across to both sides of the A circle to form a top arch. Cut horns out of white cardstock and tape them to the sides of the hat.

Sword: Draw a simple sword shape on cardstock and use it as a template to cut sword shapes out of cardboard. Wrap the blade section in duct tape.
DECORATING

- Make a banner from the dragon emblem by stringing pieces together with natural fiber rope.

- Cover food tables with a black plastic table cloth and add burlap fabric as a table runner.

- Create the 3D HTTYD2 characters to decorate the center piece of a table.
YOU'RE INVITED TO
A DRAGON TRAINING PARTY!

1. Follow your printer instructions for 2-sided printing. Print page 1 first, then print page 2 on the back side of page 1.

2. Cut out along solid black lines on page 1.
Treat Bags: Cut out along solid lines. Glue everything below the Viking helmet to a brown paper bag and write child’s name on the dragon training label.